
Due to scattered reports of COVID-19 arise continuously around the country since

Feb. 2022, Chinese overall industry situation was inefficient, especially when Shanghai

was temporary lock down. The logistics service from North and West parts of China

was seriously affected since strict testing methods were taken against truck drivers, and

ports of Shenzhen and Shanghai, the most important ports in China, were somehow

locked too for some time. Luckily, for export, we still have Xiamen and Qingdao ports

functioned normally most of the time. And with the situation becomes stable, we will

welcome the peak season for construction industry, which may bring another round of

glass price increasing.
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On May 18th, Tider Glass Group celebrated

her 12th Anniversary, managers from our

three plants held a day long meeting and

ended the day dinner together, Directors

from our Temper Glass factory, Mirror lines

and Art Glass plant set up great targets for

the year and showed great confidence in

fulfilling them.
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In response to the recent policy of COVID-19 , we didn’t hold a company wide celebration by

travelling like before. Instead, we donated part of the fund to a local NGO via Red Cross supporting

their work in emergency rescue.
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To enforce our ambition of being the leading glass artist, especially in the fields of glass printing and

grooving, we installed two more Hua Di Brand Notch Groove Machine this year. Up to now, we have all

together two Dip Techs for high end printings and six groove machines for varied design glass panels.

We can work on glass with thickness 1/8" up and the notch we groove, no matter V-type or U-type, are

perfectly consistent in depth and width. No matter how complicated the design may be, we can just work

out more than you expect, lines clear, shape excellent, joint exactly, it just presents you a wondering

overall looking!
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Mr. Zhan, director of Tider Art Glass factory, is known as

Glass Picasso in our region. When he was still a student

he showed his talent in paintings and won varied

awards. He could be a teacher to follow his father's path

in his hometown, but he chose to be a worker in the

glass factory in the city! He was one of the earliest man

who put the traditional Chinese painting factors into

glass work and Tider had the honor to enlist him as

director of our Art Glass factory in 2015.
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With the growing demand for glass products from China and container shortages, congestion at

certain ports, the overall lead time is becoming longer than normal. Furthermore, the optimistic

expectation of Sino-US trade negotiation in the near future may lead to another booming of orders

for China fabricators. Therefore, earlier planning of orders and closer communication between the

supply chain is becoming more and more important. For regular orders, we are working with our

customers to establish stocking program to speed up the delivery so that they can enjoy the

advantage of faster delivery during competition.
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In Chinese Pronunciation：[qīng nuò bì guǎ xìn]

Meaning: If a man make promises too easily, you can expect he
will seldom keep them.

English Counterparts: Better deny at once than promise long

*** If you know similar English idiom or proverb, please mail us
and you will win our small gift and sincere appreciation.
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About 30 minute drive from our factory, there is a Hot Spring Hotel called “Half Moon Mountain”. It is

a natural resources, though not so famous as Yellow Stone Natural Park, the natural hot spring

measures about 136 Fahrenheit degree, containing rich minerals and trace elements. Families like to

go SPA there for the weekend, especially the ladies, as there is story that the spring can make women

more beautiful and charming.
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